INTRODUCTION {#SEC1}
============

Pfam is a database of protein families ([@B1],[@B2]). Briefly, each Pfam database entry is comprised of a seed alignment, which forms the basis to build a profile hidden Markov model (HMM) using the HMMER software (<http://hmmer.org/>) ([@B3],[@B4]). The profile HMM is then queried against a sequence database called *pfamseq*, and all matches scoring above the curated threshold (carefully chosen to avoid the inclusion of any known false positives), are aligned back to the profile HMM to generate the full alignment. Where possible, each entry is annotated with functional information derived from literature. To improve sustainability, especially with regard to scaling of the resource, *pfamseq* is derived only from the UniProt Knowledgebase (UniProtKB) ([@B5]) sequences that belong to Reference Proteomes ([@B2]), rather than the entirety of UniProtKB. This data is available on our website (<https://pfam.xfam.org>) while our FTP site (<ftp://ftp.ebi.ac.uk/pub/databases/Pfam/current_release>) contains flatfiles, including exports of the MySQL database for current and other releases over the past decade.

Generally, Pfam aims to cover as much of protein sequences as possible with the fewest number of models ([@B6]). Typically, an individual entry is searched iteratively so as to incorporate distantly related sequences that are believed to have been derived from a common ancestral protein. However, although all sequences are related, they may not share the same function. For example, the Peptidase_M14 entry (Pfam: PF00246) contains both active and inactive homologues and can be subdivided into at least four subfamilies. Of these, carboxypeptidase A1 favours substrate residues in the cleavage site with aromatic or branched side chains, while carboxypeptidase E favours basic amino acids ([@B7]). Despite our efforts to make Pfam entries as comprehensive as possible, it is important to remember that no two Pfam entries are allowed to overlap, i.e. two families that match the same amino acid residue; see the full description in ([@B2]). However, some superfamilies such as the Rossmann fold are so diverse that a single profile HMM is insufficient to capture the entire diversity. To tackle such cases, Pfam entries that are known to be evolutionarily related are grouped together into Pfam Clans ([@B8]). For example, Pfam clan CL0063 encompasses 198 entries belonging to the FAD/NAD(P)-binding Rossmann fold superfamily. Two Pfam entries from the same clan may overlap, but a post-processing step on the HMMER search results resolves these overlaps, ensuring that only one family matches to a particular region of a protein.

Each entry is tagged with one of six different *types* in Pfam: *family, domain, motif, repeat, coiled coil* or *disordered*, indicating the class of the functional unit being represented by that entry. Types *family* and *domain* are the most common (6,248 and 11,177 entries, respectively), comprising over 97.2% of all entries. Type *domain* is usually distinguished from type *family* by a known structure that indicates that the entry represents a single globular domain. However, the context of surrounding Pfam entries can delineate a conserved 'domain' in some cases.

Although minor changes have been made to the Pfam website since the last publication ([@B2]), we have undertaken a number of efforts to improve the content as well as increase the breadth of Pfam entries. New users to Pfam are encouraged to follow the new Online Training 'Quick Tour' that offers a primer to using the resource (<https://www.ebi.ac.uk/training/online/course/pfam-quick-tour>).

Here, we describe the most recent release of Pfam (version 32.0) and provide details on the underlying work that has contributed to the release. These include small yet important flatfile format changes, as well as providing better credit for authors of Pfam entries (both new and updated ones), many of whom are members of the Pfam user community.

Pfam VERSION 32.0 {#SEC2}
=================

Pfam 32.0, which released in September 2018 contains a total of 17,929 entries. Of all the sequences in UniProtKB, 77.2% have at least one match to a Pfam entry, while 53.2% of all residues fall within a Pfam entry (termed sequence and residue coverage, respectively). The Pfam sequence and residue coverage of UniProtKB has remained fairly constant since Pfam 29.0 (released in 2015, wherein the corresponding UniProtKB sequence coverage was 76.1% and residue coverage was 54.8%) ([@B2]). UniProtKB concurrently increased by 65 million sequences, a growth of 128%. On the other hand, the residue coverage of the reference proteomes in *pfamseq* significantly increased since Pfam 29.0. The sequence and residue coverage of the reference proteomes in Pfam 32.0 is 74.5% (an increase of 1.0%) and 50.1% (an increase of 3.1%), respectively. Between Pfam releases 29.0 and 32.0, the reference proteomes sequence database, and hence *pfamseq*, increased in size by 34 million sequences (a growth of 283%).

These new sequences cover an ever broader range of taxonomies, with the UniProtKB redundancy procedures ([@B9]) ensuring that growth reflects increased diversity, rather than, for instance, additional strains of the same bacterial species. Thus, these coverage statistics have been maintained as a result of new sequences being matched by existing Pfam entries, and the generation of 1,664 new entries.

As mentioned previously, Pfam clans are a classification of Pfam entries that reflect their evolutionary relationships. We use both sequence and structural information to determine whether two Pfam entries should belong to the same clan. As the volume of sequence and structure data is constantly expanding, adding entries to clans is an ongoing activity that parallels the detection of new relationships. We aim to ensure that Pfam entries and clan relationships are consistent with other structural classifications \[e.g. CATH ([@B10]), SCOP ([@B11])\], and entries are consistent with each other within a clan, ideally having the same Pfam type and models of comparable sizes. Unlike entries which are not members of clans, two Pfam entries belonging to the same clan are allowed to overlap, i.e. the models can match the same region on a sequence as described earlier. These overlaps are then removed during a post-processing step, ensuring that only the most significant match (lowest E-value) is retained. Sequence regions that are in the seed alignment for an entry constitute an exception, in which case these remain with that entry.

There are 628 clans in total within Pfam 32.0, with 74 new clans added since Pfam 29.0. There has been a concurrent effort to identify relationships between Pfam entries. The number of entries belonging to clans has grown from 5,282 in Pfam release 29.0 to 7,001 in release 32.0 reflecting an overall increase of 1,719 entries (note: a small number of Pfam entries have been removed, merged and/or deleted). Although this number represents less than 40% of entries in Pfam, it corresponds to 74% of all sequence regions annotated by Pfam (an increase of 6% since Pfam 29.0). A small number of relationships have been detected solely based on sequence data. For example, using the Simple Comparison Of Outputs Program ([@B12]), we performed a comprehensive "all-against-all" analysis that identified an additional 22 Pfam entries which were consequently added to a clan. However, the majority of the recent additional relationships between Pfam entries have been identified by comparison to the Evolutionary Classification of Protein Domains (ECOD) database ([@B13]).

Improving the content of Pfam using ECOD {#SEC2-1}
----------------------------------------

ECOD is a hierarchical classification of protein domains based on evolutionary relationships determined from known structures. Detailed comparisons between Pfam (version 31.0) and a subset of ECOD (version 29) have guided the inclusion of the majority of the new Pfam entries, improved family definitions and entries added to clans. The F-group level (family level) in ECOD is primarily derived from Pfam, i.e. based on sequence similarity. This allows us to readily compare Pfam entries to the F-group entries in ECOD and follow higher levels of classification within ECOD (H-groups). In other words, we can group similar Pfam entries into clans based on comparing the ECOD F-level grouping within the H-level. However, where no corresponding entry in Pfam is found, the ECOD resource generates an ECOD Unclassified Family (EUF) ([@B14]). As such, these EUFs represented a source of potential new Pfam entries and thus, were compared in detail.

To incorporate the EUFs, we performed a search of the corresponding profile HMMs from ECOD against *pfamseq*. Significant matches (those with E-values \< 0.001) were aligned back to the profile HMM to construct a new seed alignment based on *pfamseq*. This new seed alignment was in turn used to construct a new profile HMM and then, searched as before. The resulting matches were then compared to Pfam to look for overlaps with existing entries and partitioned into two groups: (1) those that lacked any overlapping matches; and (2) those that contained one or more matches that overlapped with a pre-existing Pfam match. Those EUFs within group 1 were then subjected to curator-driven iterative searching as with any Pfam entry, to ensure that the family was as comprehensive as possible. This process resulted in some entries within group 1 overlapping with other EUFs within group 1, while few others overlapped with a Pfam entry and were subsequently moved to group 2; those that did not overlap after iteration were added to Pfam as new entries. Having exhausted this set, the overlaps with Pfam (group 2) were evaluated to understand the relationship with the EUFs.

In those cases where the domain boundaries were in concordance with Pfam, the Pfam entry was iterated in an attempt to incorporate the additional matches represented by the EUF. Iterating Pfam entries can be non-trivial, as it is not always possible to improve the sensitivity of the model without affecting the specificity. If the EUF-based entry was sufficiently large, the overlaps were resolved, typically by adding the family into an existing clan or creating a new clan. In other cases, the iteration of the Pfam entry would result in overlaps with non-homologous entries (e.g. significant terminal overlaps) and were no longer considered. When the domains were incongruent, the overlapping Pfam domain would be modified to prevent the overlaps. For example, Pfam entry DUF5328 (a 'domain of unknown function' \[DUF\], Pfam: PF17262) from Pfam 31.0 was identified as corresponding to two ECOD domains. Based on the ECOD domain boundaries for the Protein Data Bank (PDB) ([@B15],[@B16]) accession 4z7k (ECOD domain: e4z7kB2), we removed the N-terminal region of DUF5328 in line with the structural domain. This modified domain corresponded to the C-terminal domain of Cas6b proteins and was accordingly renamed to Cas6b_C (Pfam: PF17262), adding both functional annotation and literature references. Furthermore, the structural information prompted us to add it to the RAMPS-Cas5-like clan (Pfam: CL0362). Additionally, using the region of the structure N-terminal to PF17262 (ECOD family: EUF07099, version 29.0), we created a new Pfam entry called Cas6b_N (Pfam: PF17955). Cas6b_N adopts a similar structure to Cas6b_C and was therefore also added to clan CL0362. Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} shows the change in the domain boundaries for PF17262 and the addition of the PF17955 entry between Pfam 31.0 and Pfam 32.0, on PDB structure PDB: 4z7k.

![The modification of the domain structure of PDB:4z7k (UniProt: A4FXZ3) between Pfam releases 31.0 and 32.0. The structure of PDB:4z7k is represented as a ribbon cartoon of the c-α backbone, with PF17262 coloured in pink. Regions not covered by Pfam are coloured grey. The new Pfam entry PF17955 is coloured blue. In release 31.0 (left panel), the domain boundaries for PF17262 (pink, PDB residues 67--217) extend into the N-terminal structural domain. The coverage of the same structure by Pfam 32.0 (right panel). The C-terminal domain, PF17262 (PDB residues 107--218) boundaries have been corrected and renamed from DUF5328 to Cas6b_C. A new Pfam entry PF17955, named Cas6b_N was created (blue, PDB residues 1--105) to represent the N-terminal domain.](gky995fig1){#F1}

Due to the complex set of additions and changes to Pfam coupled with the multiplicity of EUFs added to new and existing entries, only a summary of the changes to Pfam are presented here. Overall, 825 new Pfam entries (50%) have been generated using ECOD, with over 400 existing entries changing their domain boundaries between Pfam releases 29.0 and 32.0. As indicated in Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, this has helped us improve the consistency of Pfam domains with known structures and increase our coverage of them. As such, Pfam 32.0 now covers 87.1% of sequences and 73.8% of all residues represented by known structures found in PDB ([@B15],[@B16]) (9 May 2018). Again, it is important to note that the marginal increase (\<1%) in both these coverage metrics since Pfam 29.0 must be evaluated in the context of the corresponding growth of PDB by 37% (105,494 sequences).

Improvements to Pfam type definitions {#SEC2-2}
-------------------------------------

The Findable, Accessible, Interoperable and Reusable data principles \[FAIR\] ([@B17]) are an important set of guidelines for data resource providers. One approach to improving interoperability is the adoption of ontologies which allow, for instance, biological terms to be captured and related to one another in both machine and human readable formats. This removes ambiguities over the meaning of these terms, thus simplifying comparisons across different resources. We continually try to identify areas where adherence to FAIR principles with respect to Pfam data could be improved. As such, we have adopted the use of the Sequence Ontology (SO) \[<http://www.sequenceontology.org/>\] to assign a SO identifier to each of the six different entry types in Pfam (see Table [1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}). These SO terms are now included in both the Pfam website and flatfiles.

###### 

SO terms that have been added in Pfam 32.0 for each Pfam type

  Type          SO id        SO name
  ------------- ------------ -----------------------------------------------
  Coiled-coil   SO:0001080   coiled_coil
  Disordered    SO:0100003   intrinsically_unstructured_polypeptide_region
  Domain        SO:0000417   polypeptide_domain
  Family        SO:0100021   polypeptide_conserved_region
  Motif         SO:0001067   polypeptide_motif
  Repeat        SO:0001068   polypeptide_repeat

Further to the addition of SO identifiers to our types, we have reviewed type definitions for 400 Pfam entries between releases 29.0 and 32.0. This has primarily focused on cases with long profile HMMs (lengths over \>300) that are not of type *family*, those with known structures, or of inconsistent types within clans. During this survey, the single largest inconsistency within clans was found amongst those Pfam clans representing repeats.

IMPROVING REPEAT DEFINITIONS IN Pfam {#SEC3}
====================================

The identification and detection of tandem repeat (TR) regions by sequence analysis is a challenging task for many reasons, including their relatively short size (typically \<60 aa), the degeneracy of the repeat at sequence level within a single protein, and the difficulty in accurately identifying the boundaries of each TR unit. Furthermore, repeats often correspond to areas of low compositional complexity, e.g. disordered regions, such that separating the two different signals can be challenging. Nevertheless, perfect repeats in engineered sequences do exist and ironically, often correlate with a tendency to be unstructured ([@B18]). On the other hand, naturally occurring proteins are characterised by low sequence conservation between repeating units. Consequently, different strategies are applied for identifying and classifying them, which are described in more detail in the following advanced online training course (<https://www.ebi.ac.uk/training/online/course/repeats-pfam>).

One approach is based on sequence homology detection: since sequence is conserved among evolutionarily related proteins, it is possible to use profile HMMs to identify repeats. This has been applied in Pfam TR model building with different representations of the repeat units, such as: Building a profile HMM that represents the individual unit (the desired approach), such as the case described below for HEAT- like repeats.Including multiple consecutive repeat units' sequences in the seed alignment, since longer profile HMMs provide a better signal for the detection of true members. This strategy has been widely applied in cases like Leucine Rich Repeats or Ankyrin repeats (see Pfam: CL0022 and CL0465).Creating a single profile that models the entire TR region.

The latter two strategies, although often more sensitive, can be less desirable because they lead to partial overlaps between detected repeats and/or the omission of some units. No single approach ensures the proper identification of the correct periodicity of the repeat nor the representation of the TR in its entirety. Indeed, the tendency of repeated sequences to diverge is especially true for flanking units, meaning that even long models representing the entire TR often fail to completely represent the TR region in Pfam.

In order to improve our repeat definitions in Pfam, we have established a collaboration with RepeatsDB ([@B19]), a database focused on defining repeats in known structures. The strategy deployed by RepeatsDB is based on careful analysis of repeat structures where curators discern the start and the end of each repeat unit, as well as the number of repeats per structure. In conjunction with RepeatsDB, we can combine information available on repeats to consolidate our profile HMM models with structure information. This strategy is advantageous in numerous ways, including the identification of repeats not previously included in Pfam. Thus far, 39 new entries have been deposited in Pfam by the RepeatsDB curators. The RepeatsDB team are contributing to the revisions of Pfam repeat models to refine the boundaries of the repeat. For example, the Tal effector repeat (Pfam: PF03377) was altered to better agree with the known structural repeat. There is also an ongoing effort in grouping specific models representing the same structural unit within the same clan. This can be illustrated by the HEAT repeats, including the Importin HEAT-like repeat, which have six different and specific entries reflecting their high sequence diversity. The overall coverage can be increased by grouping the sequence models.

UPDATING ANNOTATION FOR DOMAINS OF UNKNOWN FUNCTION {#SEC4}
===================================================

If possible, whenever a Pfam entry is created, a meaningful name based on its function is assigned, i.e. Pfam identifier). Where there is little or no functional information available, we call the entry a DUF and assign a sequential number, e.g. DUF100. The entry is re-annotated and renamed once the link between experimental evidence indicating a function has been made for the DUF.

Between releases 29.0 and 32.0, we added annotation and updated the names of 272 DUF entries. The functional annotation for these entries is derived from a variety of sources, but primarily through the discovery of references of Pfam accessions and/or DUFs in literature searches, updates provided by the scientific community via our helpdesk (see below), and via comparisons to other databases. As previously mentioned, ECOD was used to update DUF5328 to Cas6b_C (Pfam: PF17262) and was also used to rename DUF2945 to Hva1_TUDOR (Pfam: PF11160), after noting that the hypervirulence-associated protein 1 contains this domain. Furthermore, this entry was also added to the Tudor domain clan (CL0049). The majority of annotation updates have nonetheless come from InterPro curators. Pfam is part of the InterPro consortium, an amalgamation of 14 different expert databases ([@B20]), which present a single, unified view of regions of functional importance in protein sequences. InterPro curators integrate related entries from different member databases into InterPro entries, in order to provide a single resource with comprehensive coverage and a range of functional annotations. Furthermore, InterPro is updated every month to the latest version of UniProtKB. Consequently, once Pfam entries are integrated, InterPro curators are capable of identifying functions for DUFs based on the most recent sequence database update cycle, combined with the model information from the other member databases. The information is then returned to Pfam, enabling the entries in both resources to be consistently updated, ensuring efficient use of limited curation resources.

CREDITING AUTHORSHIP OF Pfam ENTRIES {#SEC5}
====================================

While much of the curation is performed by Pfam curators, we also rely on contributions from the wider scientific community. We frequently receive major annotation updates and suggested new Pfam entries from users of this resource, see <https://www.ebi.ac.uk/training/online/course/pfam-database-creating-protein-families> for more details on creating Pfam style entries. Others within the scientific community regularly provide bulk submissions for both existing and new entries. To recognize the contribution made by all Pfam curators and encourage more users to submit their work in a free and open format, we have extended our author lines ('\#=GF AU' prefixed lines in the STOCKHOLM formatted flatfiles) to include, where possible, the authors' Open Researcher and Contributor identifiers, termed ORCID (<https://orcid.org/>). ORCIDs provide persistent identifiers that link researchers to their various scholarly activities. To date, these identifiers have primarily been used to link researchers to their publications, but the ORCID system has been extended to allow the tagging of other works, such as peer review and contributions to databases. Of the 313 unique Pfam authors, just over half (161) have an associated ORCID. However, 97% of Pfam entries have at least one author with an ORCID. To prevent entries being claimed against the wrong profile, we request authors to supply their ORCID IDs along with their contributions which are then included in our database. Once a link is established between an ORCID and Pfam entry, the researcher can link their Pfam contributions to their ORCID profile by claiming them via the EBI-Search system ([@B21]) (see the 'Authorship' page in the help section of the Pfam website <https://pfam.xfam.org/help> for more details on claiming entries). The Pfam website has been updated to provide a link to each author\'s ORCID profile. Furthermore, these ORCIDs are also included in the flatfiles available via the FTP site, where each author is now displayed on a separate line, rather than the concatenated list previously provided. This is an important step in recognizing the substantial volume of curation by relatively few scientists over the past 20 years of Pfam's existence.

DISCUSSION {#SEC6}
==========

While Pfam constantly endeavours to remain comprehensive, there exists nearly 25% of sequences in *pfamseq* that are pending annotations by Pfam. The addition of hundreds of new entries has made little impact on the fraction covered, primarily due to the expansion of the sequence databases, thereby demonstrating the continual need for curation of new Pfam entries. We hope that the increased recognition that our contributors receive will encourage greater participation from the scientific community. In addition to the net gain of 1,647 entries, there has been significant focus on increased residue coverage and improving the boundaries and sensitivity of existing entries.

Despite our continual efforts to rename DUFs based on functional information found in both the scientific literature and other protein family databases ([@B22]), the fraction of Pfam entries with no known function has increased over the past decade. The current Pfam 32.0 release contains 3,961 DUFs (corresponding to 22% of all entries), in addition to entries that have not been labelled as DUFs, since they are referred to by common names derived from literature \[e.g. HCMV_UL124 (Pfam: PF17609) is a family of viral membrane glycoproteins of unknown function\]. We estimate that over a quarter of Pfam entries lack an experimentally validated function, highlighting the desperate need for more high-throughput functional screening of proteins. In the meantime, hierarchical classifications of proteins such as Pfam clans, have expanded substantially over the past 5 years, with 74% of all Pfam regions now belonging to a clan. Linking DUFs to functionally characterized members within a clan can provide important insights into the potential role of these functionally uncharacterized sequences. This, coupled with new approaches to functional prediction of protein family function, will be essential to bridge the experimental gaps.
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